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Rape Increase Forces Tight Dorm Security
By Mark Blum
.
As the .spring evening gently
falls over the UNM campu.s, the
normal good humQr and
pleasantness have been superceded
by fear, the resu.lt of a recent rash
of rapes and assaults u.pon female
dorm dwellers.
"There have been at least four
rapes that we know about over a
period of a month," said Mary
Morell, assistant dean of students
for housing.
Women relate horror stories. of
having men enter their shower
rooms wearing masks while they
expose themoolves. Frightening
knocks ru:e heru:d on dool;'s during
the early morning hours.
"We have put together a
physical description of the
assailtant," Morell said. "It has
been distributed to all dorm
residents and they are asked to
immediately notify their advisor
or the campus police.,
''He is described as a tall,
blonde, slender man with blue
eyes dressed in western clothing,"
a leaflet distributed to dorm
residents says.
He wears boots and has been
spotted at least one~ with a
cowboy hat, Morell said.
"We're pretty sure he's not a
student. T'rte problem is we've had
a few people fitting the
discription that were found to be
perfectly innocent upon
investigation."
The rapist operates by implying
he knows either the resident of
the room or her roommate.
"Once he's in, he then attacks
the girls. The women are so
petrified they don't even scream
out for help. One of the main
problems is that the students are
so upset over what took place,
they don't want to talk about it,"
she said.
Information has been the most

difficult thing to obtain from the
victims because of the
embarrassment and fear of
publicity.
uone girl eveil implied that her
wounds were not from the rape
but rather from another source,
she was so embarrassed. ••
To this date, none of the
victims have come forward and
filed a complaint against their
assailant. Although aware of the
situation, campus security forces

reluetanc~ of the victims to talk
about th~ assault.
c c Girls are u~:~ually so scared
they wait for weeks until
notifying us,'' Holst said. "I was
ca!!ed in to t.alk with one womail
on a case that I assumed had
occurred the night before. It
turned out she had been raped
over two weeks ago and was
scared to contact us."
"There is n.o way we can work
on a case uilless we have
immediate notification," Holst
emphasizes. "The gi:rl -must. be
willing to press charges."
"If they don't want to speak
with a. male, we've got plenty of
:female officers."
Campus security forces &nd
administration sources both agree
the problem is not confined to the
dorm halls, but in many cases also
involves off-campus residents. "1
answered a report last night
involving a girl not living in the
residence halls."
"There is even one case pending
beforEl the courts now involving a
girl that made a compiaint in the
latter part of March," Holst
noted, "This was an off-campus
complaint."
"We can't do the iob we'd like
to, without the cooperation of the
Photo by Chuck FeU
victims. They see a uniform and it
puts up an immediate barrier,'' he
said.
In mentioning preeautionary
are unable to act without criminal UNM police force. He admits that steps the police have taken, Holst
charges being filed.
the present rash of al)sa;ults $eems noted they have begun pattolling
Security measures are being to be unprecedented in campus the donn urea more frequently in
th~ evenings.
considered by the dorm residents history.
''Student aids also patrol at
and administr~tion.
"This seems to be a new
uwe have implemented nightly problem/' he said. uwe have had night, but this hasn't t(!ally
dorm searches," Morell said. "We six to eight reported rapes this stopped the assault situation."
are also working on a. way to lock seme.ster alone and who knows
"The number one safety step
all outside doors at nigh-t. how many um:epo:rted?"
girls should take," Holst advises,
However. it takes time to order
Holst noted that in past years "is to never walk around alone on
parts and we are still waiting."
there was only a upossible one or campus during the evening and
Captain Ralph Holst heads the two cases."
night. They should always be with
investigation of the rapes for the
Police are also hampered by the another girl or boyfriend. u

'Anti-Intellectual Yahooism' Hit
Agnew's Speech Expected to Receive Widespread Criticism
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew, in a
speech he compared with his blast
at the press two years ago,
accussed some persons Tuesday of
4
'anti-intellectual yahooism" that
breeds conformity of thought and
intolerance of diverse opinion.

''There can be no more
dangerous form of
anti-intellectualism than that kind
practiced by highly educated,
self-righteous intellectuals who
consider themselves superior to
the point of infallibility," Agnew
told the new capitol hill club in a
~
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'THE END Of THE EllA OF PEI!MISSIVENESS IS AT I-lANDI' -Spiro Agnew, Jan. 1972.

Verdi's Requiem A!ass
The April 12 performance of Vet~i's
Requiem by the University of New Mex1co
Orchestra and Chorus will mark the end of
an era at UNM.
Kurt· Frederick, conductor of the
orchestra for the past three decades, will
retire at the end of this academic year.
Frederick, a professor of music, has
become synonymous with UNM's orchestra.
The performance will begin at 8:15p.m.
in Popejoy Hall, and tickets are available
from the Popejoy Hall ticket office.

prepared speech.
"A notorious example of these
academic yahoos,, h'e said, were
the antiwar and other dissidents
who disrupted a con\Tention of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science in
Philadelphia last December, at
which Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
(0-Minn.) was pelted with
tomatoes as he triiad to speak.
Agnew also faulted association
officers for trying ''to appease the
incipient totalitarianism in their
midst."
Said Agnew: "Death of free
speech and inquiry •.• comes in
tw9 parts. First, there are those
vicious members ofa community ·
wl10 would kill freedom; second~
there are those fatuous leaders of
a community who, by their
acquiescence and la<!k of
·inteltectual fortitude, stand by
and permit the murder to occur•.,
The vice president criticized
what he said was a trend toward
''interpretation rather than the
objective" in research publications
and textbooks. "Unless checked,''
he said, usuch opinioil imbalance,
similar to which affects our
national news media, holds
ominous implications."
Agnew acknowledged that his
speech might arouse the same
widespread criticism as his famed
attack on the news media in Des
Moines, Iowa, in Nvuember, 1969,
but he d~nied he was suggesting
censor~;hip o1· seeking a "chillirtg
effert 11 on academic freedom. .
''What I have urged .•• is rtot
lrJok burning but more books,
'.!Overing every point of view and
not just propaganda of the vjew
favored by the professor," Agnew
·
said.

Student Officials Criticize
Election Computerization
The computerization of the ASUNM election has
been critbized by the attorney general and a vice
presidential candidate who claim it would be easy to
falsify results.
ASUNM Attorney General Jetty Herrera has given his
opinion that the computerization is constitutional but
agrees with Glenn Fishbine, a vice presidential
candidate, that such a counting system could prove to
be too easily falsified.
Mike Merrill, chairman of the Elections Commission,
explained how the computerization system would be
run~ Each voter would be given a packet of cards, one
each for candidates and affirmative or negative response
cards on referendums.
There will be different· colors for each position. The
voter secretly picks the cards of the candidates he
wishes to vote for. He then hands the selected cards to a
poll worker, who counts to mal~c sure the voter selectPd
the proper number of cards.
The poll worker puts the ballots in one box and
discards the other cards.
Fishbine, a computer programmer himself, said he
could name a number of ways the results could be
falsified by the computer programmer or other persons.
He said he is acquainted with the programmer hired
to do the job and was sure he wasn't dishonest, but that
there are conceivably. other persons who are.
If Her.rera should decide to take the Election
Commission to court to stop the election, Fishbine said
he would probably be in support.
_Her£era said, "I talked to the Student Court Chief
Justice today, and I will request a court order and
hearing concerning my rulings. I don't want to delay the
elections by any means but I do intend to bring this
mess to a screeching halt unless it's done
constitutionally."
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

-----------------------editorial

Student Tenants Uninformed
A lot of the grousing about housing hi the
student "ghetto" turns out to be like
complaints about dormitory food. Perennial,
nebulous and more for social purposes than
for real.
The quality of student housing, and the
unwillingness of landlords to fix leaky roofs
and return damage deposits is always a
popular topic. The Daily Lobo set out this
Spring to get the full story on
landlord/tenant relationships in the· student
area.
The results deflated the image of totally
unlivable conditions. A telephone survey
netted mostly compliments on landlords.
Representatives of the UNM branch of the
National Tenant's Organization concede
many renting problems are caused by poorly

informed tenants. And city regulations
governing r~ntals are so loose, almost any
landlord can meet legal requirements.
We do not contend the rental situation in
this area fs ideal, far from it. The price
students have to pay for access to campus
rips apart most student budgets. ,..A.nd
landlords should be willing to provide
dwellings with more than legally minimal
standards. The housing code should be
strengthened.
But the main problem at this point is the
uninformed student tenant, who doesn't
insist on a lease, doesn't know about the
requirements of the housing code, or where
to go in the city or state government for
redress of grievances.

'WHATEVER HAPPENED TO LAW·'N'·ORDER AS AN ISSUE?'

jl

In the past, .Earth Week has been a time of environmental
education, clean-up campaigns, and celebration of nature,
This is fine. More of it is needed. But Earth Week, even when
it has not been a total flop, has left no results after the
holiday. People go back to chucking· beer cans on the
highway, driving their Cadillacs1 and buying the latest plastic
electric gadget the next day. Earth Week has always failed in
the past because educating people into an environmentally
right way of life is not a one day affair, it is not even a one
generation affair.
If Earth Week is to be successful, it must have an
hnmediate practical goal, and that very often necessitates
some type of po"Iitical activism. The Ea..--th \Veek
Co-ordinating Committee has recognized this this year and
has made political activism the central feature of Earth Week.
The immediate practical goal of Earth Week 1972 is legal
protection of the land, water, and air of New Mexico.
This year the New Mexico State Legislature made a
howling mockery of environmental protection. Unless we get
some governmental action pretty damn quick, the Land of
Enchantment is going to be drawn and quartered and left
rotting by the subdividers, mining companies power
magnates, and get-rich-quick operators.
'
The major effort of Earth Week this year is. a petition on a
200 foot roll of red, white, and blue paper demanding that
the State Legislature protect New Mexico's environment. ·The
Earth Week Committee plans to present this petition with at
least 2000 signatures to Gov. King on April 22. The text of
the petition is as follows:
1) Whereas New Mexico is blessed with a unique and
fragile beauty which cannot be valued in dollars or readily
restored once destroyed;
2) Whereas New Mexico has limited water resources
available for urban, agricultural, and recreation use;
3) Whereas the environmental quality of the State of New
Mexico is a treasured resource to all the people;
4) Whereas "Growth for the sake of growth" is an
outdated and dangerous concept;
We, the undersigned citizens of New Mexico, DEMAND
our elected officials to: Pass and enforce comprehensive land
use laws in the areas of: 1) Subdivision control 2) Strict air
pollution controls for automobiles, power plants, factories
etc. 3) 1S.trictf water pol.lution standards 4) Abolishing th~
stat
e po ICY o. encouragmg population growth in recognition
that progress IS better measured by the quality of life rather
than in census figures.
For the last three days, a table has been set up in the
11 t•
· t
f
·h
· ·
f
·
Umon. co ec mg· signa ures or t e .PetitiOn. I you haven't
y~t signed, please do so today. The petition is also being
Cll'culated by organizations and individuals for signatures. If
you would like to aid in this effort, please contact the
Ecology Center in Mesa Vista Hall or phone Dave Seeley at
344-5010.
The educational and celebrational aspects of Earth Week
have not been forgotten, however. The following schedule of
Earth 'll!eek takes these into account:
Monday-Amistad Food Fair on the Mall. Organic food
'11 b
1
WI
e sod and recipes will be given away.
Tuesday night-Information on the legal aspects of
environmental issues.
Wednesday. night-Two Sierra. Club movies, "Glen
Canyon," and "Multiply and Subdue,', will be shown in the
Union Theatre. Slide J!hows, speakers, and panel discussions
will also be presented in the Union.
Thursday-7:30 to 9:30 in the Kiva. New Mexico U.S.
Senatorial
candidates
will
.
•
· discuss the environment with a
quest IOn ana answer session from the audience to follow.
Friday-Noon to 6 p.m. Environmental groups will
. trib
d lS
ute information on their activities in booths on the
Mall. Several bands will provide music.
S t d
At
·
a ur aynoon the petition will be assembled on the
Mall; at 2 p.m. there will be buses and a motorcade to take
the petition to Santa Fe for a rally after which there will be a
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Photo by Phil Skogmo

This week's daily Lobo Merit Badge goes to
these scurrying men of . the University's
NROTC detachment. This photo was taken at
theu' Saturday mm:nin~ drill.
Apparently UNM's tars got a Z·gram on
dtess :rel(ulations since they seem to be in
Page 2

civvies, except for caps (well, some caps) and
varying bayonet carrying methods.
It's a change from their usual spit and
polish. We cutt oniy hope the "new" Navy,
like the "new" Army soon brings in a beer
concession.

1

'i'

*

The public meetings on the Southwest National Forest
Roadless Area Inventory are now under way. The monied
land rapists of New. M?xico are massing all their might to
crush any conservat10mst effort to save any of these yet
primitive lands as wilderness. If you love the earth if you
enjoy the wilderness, we sorely need your help to preserve
these .la~ds for the enjoyment .of the public and not ·the
expl01tat10n of the lumber and oil.barons.
You are needed to write letters and testify at the hearings.
The Gila and Carson National Forests are holding their
meetings this weekend. Ttansportatiun will be provided. If ·
you have a little time to give for the wild lands of America,
please come by the Ecology Center where complete
information is available on the Roadless Area Inventory.
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Kitchen Sink. E1ectricity M.inimum Housmg
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If you would lik~ to aid in any of these efforts, please
contact Dave Seeley m the Ecology Center in Mesa Vista Hall
or phone him evenings at 34~5010. Your help is needed.
Remember-Earth Week-April17 to 22.

Today the Daily Lobo takes a look at student housing, local housing codes, and a student organization designed. to
help student renters stay on top of the situation. This residence in the North Valley isn't a refuge from the housmg
woes of the UNM area. Its owners like it.
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By BOB HUETHER
Enforcement
The landlord/tenant laws of
Enforcement of the code can
this city are rigged in favor of the be requested. The supervisor of
landlord.
this is no
to aCode
Enforcement,
finding
the vastWhile
majority
of secret
student
violation,
will orderupon
th,e landlord
renters at UNM, the student who to physically commence the
rents without any idea of the law repai:rs within 60 days and
may be in for a complete shafting complete the repairs as the
at the hands of a landlord.
superV'is~:r "shall determine is
Da··Vl'd A. Freedmnn, a student r e a s o n a b 1 e u n d e r a 11
·
ta nccs. "
at the UNM Law School prefaced crrcums
his in-depth study of this area of
Before one becomes part of a
the law by stating, "The law has mad rush to turn in all the
historically tended to favor .landlords in the city, some
landlords over tenants and New additional facts and ideas should
Mexico has had few modern be considered.
The tenant should be certain
innovations to alter this pattern."
Housing Code
that he or she, as the tenant, is
The Albuquerque Housing not living in violation of the code.
Code is one of the very few legal For someone going the crash-pad
documents which may help the route, the results of enforcement
tenant. While this code does not could • backfire. If the rumors
cover such common student concerning the numbe:r of
complaints as high rent or damage occupants in certain houses in the
deposits, it does outline the health "student ghetto" are true, a
and safety requirements for building the size of Johnson Gym
buildings
within of
thethe
city.code most might
be needed
to satisfy
The section
living space
requirements
of the
the
applicable to the student renter is code!
"Substandard Buildings, Section
Another pitfall concerns
H-901." This section covers the eviction for a substandard
minimum state of repair for legal building.
the landlord
does
not
occupancy.
make the Ifnecessary
repairs
within
Some of the :requirements are: the allotted time, the supervisor
-A water closet, and shower or may o:rder an eviction. This offers
tub.
no compensation to the tenant
-A kitchen sink.
other than knowing he or she has
-Hot and cold running water helped the ldaw f?fnd a slum1lordd1• Ind
(not water not less than120"F.). other wor s, 1 your an or
_Adequate heating facilities. doesn't feel like making repairs,
'<caPable 0 f maintaining a don't complain that the hot water
temperature of 70°F three feet temperature only reaches 119"F,

- -· ·-

ab~:r~~:~~;~tltation and electric ~~e~~f might wind up on the.
Tfghtirig~·- ·- -·--··----·- ·· -·-- -·---- --·-- ---Inspect --------·-It must not be infested with
insects, vermin or rodents.
-The bathroom floor must be
reasonably impervious to water so
as to permit the floor to be easily
kept clean.
-The floors, walls and ceilings
must be free of holes and wide
cracks, rotting boards, timbers,
loose plaster and the roof must be
tight and free from leaks.
In add it i 0 n to these
requirements, the code states
every room .occupied for sleeping
purposes by one occupant must
contain at leaat 70 square feet. of
floor space. For each additional
occupant, 45 square feet of floor
space is required. There also must
be 150 square feet of floor space
(calcuhted mL the basis of total
habitable room area) for the first
occupant and 100 square feet
1 f
ry occupant
, t•
athdd 1 1ftona or eve
erea er.
WedneSday, April12; 1972
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the damage deposit and determine
whether or not the tenant should
pay for alleged damages.
What is the solution to the
problem? Robert Walker,
professor of law at the UNM law
school stated a test case involving
the existing laws might help.
Walker said the judge, in such a
case, would be asked to rule on
the present laws and haso new
ones on the existing laws of other
states.
Until such a time, the student
tenant is more or less on his own.
Those ignorant of the law or
easily intimidated by the threat of
legal action or eviction will
invariably suffer. Thus, only those

paid when the dwelling was first
:rented. The problem has been
brought to the attention of the
Consumer Protection Division, a
state agency.
Charmaine C:rown, director of
the agency,.,explaine,d· the
problem, stating, "We have had
bad experiences with cases of
return of damage deposits h{lcause
it's one word against another and
always weighted toward the
landlord."
Difficulties
Frank ChaV'ez, an assistant
district attorney for the state,
who has dealt with this problem
as a private attorney and now in
his state government position, +-··-·-~~"-""--'"-""_,_fiR-tt-1+
acknowledges the difficulty in I XEROX COPYING i
obtaining justice for tenants.
SERVICE
i
Chavez stated, "We don't have a i
Bill of Rights for tenants. All we j Weoperatethemachines
have is basic laws that allow a j and quarantee clean sharp 1
tenant to be kicked out if he
I
copies.
i
doesn't pay his :rent."
ChaV'eZ suggested having an j Sulpldte, Ripple Tone Bond or j
Rag Bond Paper.
j
escrow agent, such as a bank, hold j

The ideal solution, it would
seem, would be to inspe?t the
house or apartment prtor to
rent~ng, rejecting thQ~ not
meetmg the code or makmg an
agreement with ~he prospectiy-e
landlord on havtng the repatrs
made.
Two. of the J?OSt co!llmon
complamts concernmg housmg are
high rents an~ the. return of
damage depostts. Smce these
items are not cove:ed .by Ia~, they
can lead.to lawsutts m .whtch the
landlord ~~usually th? vtctor.
Rent . ts_}.etermmed .?Y. -~~e
landlord. Whtie .many ~·udomos
fe~l the amount ~~ too htg~, the
prtce c!ln be bargamed for t.f the
renter IS !ucky.. Once an equttable
~lll;ount .~~ dec!d';,d ,upon, ;a !ens;
LOL
a g~ven txmw ~/Ill cLmmaL
many future pro~lems.
.
Damage depostts can sometimes
leave the student renter without

who are willing to bargain and
lucky enough to have a generous
landlord who will make repairs
and offer the apartment at a fair
price with a long-term lease will
come out unscathed.
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Blue Key
PRINTERS
•
Applications for Blue Key can •
!
266-2424
•
2220
Central
SE
\
be obtained at room 157, Scholes
!
Let
us
quote
your
next
printing
•
Hall. Applicants must have at least
I
89 semester hours by the Uob.
beginning of the fall, 1972
semester. Deadline is April19 at 5,.
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STARS&STRIPESPACK
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Turn buckle adjust
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tation of it. It's our antidote
to Establish~ent rings. On
.
our man's nng, you have
your choice of degree symbol or fraternity letters.
And the women's rings are
•
feminine. Just for women.
0C .
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of the man's model. Come
see them-no obligation.
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f
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•
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Delivery on t1me
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1 'FAMIU CENTER

CENTR,~L &SAN PEDRO S.E.

I
your per$onal service lewelet
open ton Ita 'til 1 p.m.
2312 CENTRAL 51: • STUDENT TERMS
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Tenants Group Seeks Model Lease
Protected only by a housing code to evictions for nonpayment of
which requires just the minimum damage charges, fines or fees; and
necessities for tenant health and the right to have the apartment or
comfort, the student renter is put in house adequately repaired by the
a pitiful situation. The student landlord with provlsions to live rent
chapter of the National Tenants free under special ch'cumstances of
Organization (NTO), although repairs not being made.
•
severely hampered by the code and
The organization will also seek to
general student apathy, seeks to change or modify the existing ·laws
improve the rights of the tenant.
The National Tenants
Organization seeks to alleviate some
of the common problems of tenants
by means of unionization. By
unionizing renters, the organization
plans to establish collective
bargaining rights along the lines of
labor unions.
"There are no laws protecting the
tenant in New Mexico," stated
This column of qul!stlons &nd
Bernadette Chavez, president of the
answers on the President's
Economic Stabilization Program is
UNM student chapter of NTO.
provided by the local office of the
"People are paying 25 to 50 per cent
U.S. Internal Revenue Service.
of their income for housing and have
nothing to say on what they are
* * *
getti_ng!"
Q. A letter announcing a rent
Seeking to find a more .equitable
increase for my apartment wa~
solution to the present situation the
slipped under my door. Is this
group seeks:
proper notification under the rent
regulations?
-A model lease and grievance
A. No. If your landlord does
procedw:e similar to that won by the
not mail you a notification of a
Leased Housing Tenants, whose
rent increase and chooses some
landlord is the federal government.
other method of notifying you, he
-Fairer laws passed in the
must obtain a receipt from you or
your representative.
legislatw:e to give the tenant freedom
Q. My landlord wants to
from eviction without goud cause.
increase rent because after August
-"Lowered rents and year-round
15, 1971 he built a washroom in
rent control.''
our complex and instalJed
coin-operated washing machines
-"An end to discrimination in
and dryers. Can be charge a hlghet
housing on the basis of :race, religion,
rent for this reason?
,.,
ethnic origin, or sex. H
A, This capjtal improvl)~ept
Also sought by the NTO is the
which is available to a residence
right to a permanent lease, ending
only when the tenant chooses to
pay money to receive the ~ervice
the month-to-month lease which
provided by the improvement
many tenants now live under; an end

(or non-existing .iaws, depending on
your viewpoint and/or situation) by
lobbying.
The final step, providing lobbying
has failed to produce results, is a rent
strike. Chavez cited a case of such a
strike in Ann Arbor, Mich., during
which stuctents organized hi just five
weeks and' carried out a successful

does not benefit the residence.
Therefore, the landlord may not
increase the monthly rents of the
residence because of the
construction of the washroom,
Q. My grandfather stays at a
home for the elderly that charges
e;ach tenant a monthly fee that
entitles him to a room, thrl!e
meals a day, linen ~rvice and use
of recteational facilities. Does the
whole monthly charge constitute
rent under stabilization
regulations.
A. Yes. ReuL includes any
charge, no matter how set forth,
paid by the tenant for the use of
any property, or for any service in
connection with the residence or
ether :real prop;Jrty. The meals,
linen service and the use of the
recreation&} facilities are services •
furnished in connection with the
use of the property, Therefore,
the entire monthly ch11rge p11id by
each tenant is rent. I£, however, a
tenanfis:not required to pay for
meals as a condition of his
occupancy, a charge for such
meals is not rent.

stdke. Michigan state law, however,
has been revised to allow for
bargaining by tenants. New Mexico
law has not.
Robert Walker, professor at the
UNM Law School and faculty
advisor to NTO stated "Michigan
laws are more forward looking in
terms of an equitable balance in
bargaining power between the
landlord and tenants."
The prospect of a rent strike in
Albuquerque would seem remote in
ltiewing the housing situation in the
city. Whereas some cities have large
apartment buildings with many
tenants and one landlord as the
target of the strike, Albuquerque
landlords are mostly renting only a
few dwellings to tenants.
In view of this, it would seem that
a rent strike by many students
against many landlords would cause
a great amount of lawsuits and very
few solutions to the problem.
Walker, however, does not hold
this view. Counting on publicity
from the news media, Walker stated,
"A rent strike is kind of special
newsworthy thing." He said such an
action would bring many of the
problems into the public eye.
Responsibility by the tenant is a
keynote in the NTO plan of action.
The organization calls for the tenant
to pay his or her rent on time, use
the unit as a private dwelling and
maintain the house or apartment to
minimize health and safety
problems.·
The NTO is seeking xnembership
and we leo mes support from
interested parties. The membership
fee is $1, paid on a one-time basis.
B. H.

Price is High lor EasyWalkto School
Housing Proiect Simplifies Apartment Hunting
UNM has more than 6000 married
students. There are 20 units of
married housing available on campus.

Acting on the basis of these
statistics, former GSA president,
Burt Hansen, mounted a campaign to
get more housing built for married
students.

"I ran on a platform to identify
the problem and to find a solution/'
Hansen said. "W~ made up a housing
survey and sent it out to all the
married students."
The survey, which had included
27 qu~stions, proved interesting

enough to the Board of Regents that assistant, to investigate the problem
they have agreed to lease land ana and do research into what other
begin construction on 50 units of schools have done.
housing to be ready next spring.
When it became apparent to
Hansen that there existed a massive
"Calvin Horn (UNM Regent housing shortage, Hansen
President} sees the housing as a pilot approached the University
project rather than a solution to the administration in April, 1971.
problem," Hansen said, "In my talks
"We got the run-around ftom
with him, I believe that he foresees a them for three months, so we
long-term projected goal of a large decided to present our case directly
number of units at a low price that to the Regents in July of the same
students could afford."
year."
The Regents requested that. the
Tracing the history of the survey, GSA prepare a questionnaire and
Hansen said he appointed Ray correlate the results so that the type
Schowers, then his administrative of housing most need~d could be

constructed.
Approximately 56 per cent of
students answering the survey said
they had one or . more children.
Rents range from $50 to $250 a
month, with more than 53 per cent
of the students paying from $110 to
$180 monthly.
Many married students have
decided to opt to buy a home rather
than pay rental fees monthly. Of
those students buying a house, more
than 54 per cent said they are buying
because of the high costal of rental,
while 23 per cent said they are
buying because o£ the lack of
available rentals.
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work from sunup to sundown, but

in a political football game that
reflects what is going on in the
rest of the country where poor
people are concernl!d-black
l)t!ople and white people," he said.
''Poor people are just a burden
to society. Black people, for
insta.nce, were brought here to

Lujan at Work

By LIONEL C. BASCOM
NEWARK, N.J. (UPI)Hundreds of tenants in Newark's
publi.c housing projects are
involved in what is now the
longest and most expensivEl rent
strike in the nation's history.
Since the strike began in April,
1970, over the lack of repair and
adequate security in the high :rise
apartment buildings, tenant$ have
withheld an estimated $2 million
in rents.
About 10 per cent of the
37,500 residents who occupy
public housing in this majority
black city of 380,000 are involved
in the rent strike.
The rent strike.was first started
at the Stella Wright Hou$ing
Project, a complex of seven
13·story high-rise apartments
jammed into a square block area.
An estimated 1200 families live in
the high·rises, which they call
"people warehouses."
Maintenance
The tenants grew impatient
with the lack of maintenance in
their buildings and the Jack of
security. They formed the Stella
Wright Tenant Association to
confront the. Newark Housing
Authority, which is responsible
for maintaining the apartment
buildings.
Attorneys for the tenant group
say the buildings were literally
''thrown up" in the early 1960's
when city officials realized that
whites were leaving the city and
southern blacks were moving into
Newark.
Stella Wright tenants say they
want the buildings either repaired
or torn down.
Louise Brummel, a tenant of

Stella Wright for more than 11
He said some people are killed
years, said, "This place never gets in thEl hallways.
a bath.'' She said she suffers most
"These deaths are not
from the "filthy building" where reported," he said. "Men have
she lives and where she has been been beaten to death or tenants
attacked and shot at by muggers are asphy:x:iated from smoke
who I u rk in hallways and coming from Lilt: i11cinerator.''
stairwells.
Florence Smith, a mother of
Robberies
five, recalls the many times that
Hazel Booth, an official of the elevators in the complex have
Stella Wright Tenant Association, failed to work.
said her family has been robbed
"! live on the 1 Hh floor and
six times in the last yea~:.
I'~ . had to walk up those stairs
"It's worse living here than in plentY, of times wli~le I was
prison," she said. "These buildings pregnant," she said.
-~"
should be knocked down."
A recent survey showed that
Harris David, who directs the only ~even of 28 eli!\lllf&s in the
team of lawyers fighting for the Stella Wright Complex were
tenants in court, said blacks were working.
put into inner city projects
Children Inside
purposely. He said other housing
Smith said she keeps her
project!;, nearly all white, were children inside her apartment
built in perimeter wards and that most of the time because of the
the buildings are dean, well illicit drug trarrte in the halhvay;
lighted and well protected.
of her building,
David said the Steven Crane
"If you wait until late at night
Proj'!ct in the north ward is 90 per you can see the big shots bringing
cent white and its low-rise in the stuff," she said. "It's
buildings accommodate 62 nothing to see them shooting up
persons pet acre. He said the in the halls, too.''
Stella Wright Project crowds 338
Rats and vermin are plentiful in
persons onto each acre and only the project, the tenants say.
one of the 5000 tenants is white.
Shirley Roberts lives in a
He is the Rev. Thomas seven-room apartment with her
Comerford, a Roman Catholic husband and eight children. She
priest, who has lived in the project said she moved to the project to
for two years.
escape rats and vermin, but they
Negotiator
were waiting for the family in
Comerford, who has acted as a their new apartment.
negotiator for the tenants in talks
"You can't get rid of them,"
with the department of housing she said.
and urban development and the
Toby Henry has led the long
housing authority-talks that are rent strike. He said that 132
now at an impasse-""Said tenants families have moved from the
are injured daily by falling debris Stella Wright Project in the Ialit
and . children by tumbling from eight months because they were
windows without screens or glass. fed up with living conditions.

A bill that would force the
lnternal Revenue Service to
simplify tax forms has been
introduced by Congressm&n
Manuel Lujan (R·NM). House
Joipt. Resolution 1041 would
create a House-Senate
investigating· committee with
orders to find an easier way for
ta:x:paye~;s to report their earnings
and taxes.
The bill calls for action before
the end of l97 ~. Those
supporting the bill should write to
Rep. William M. Comer (D-Miss.),
chairman of the House Rules
CommitteEl, House of
Representatives, Washington D.C.
20515.-----The NBA and ABA are still at
war. ABA stars Julius Erving and
Ralph Simpson were both drafted
by the NBA this week because
their class. graduates in June. This
can only mean that the two
leagues are contin~ing to raid each
other.

S9 w~'re

JlOt an asset any. more."
Meanwhile, the unpaid rents,
which are held in escrow in a
tenant fund, continue to grow.
Leaders of the various tenant
groups say the rent money will .
remain in escrow until the· families
begin getting the services they
deserve.
·
The Newark Housing Authority
is the target of the tenants' wrath,
The U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD)
~;ubsidi;oles the projects,
James P. Sweeney, acting
cHrector of the Newark HUD
office, agrees that living
conditions at Stell& Wright are
inadequate. But he said that
without rent money the ho"Q.sing
authoxity can not make re:pairs or
improve security in the complex.

CASA

~LUNA

2004 Central SE
Pizza
Spaghetti

---~ Italian Food
FREE DELIVERY
242-8413

{Continued from page 4)
than 70 per cent agreeing that
they are content. Among those
unhappy tenants, the most
common cause for complaint. is
the cost and size of their dwelling.
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5, For Sole

Finding an apartment in
Albuquerque is not easy the
su.-Jcy pointed out. Half of the
students answering the poll
complained of having trouble in
locating their residences. The
easiest way to find housing seems
to be through friends or
advertisements in the newspapers.
Most students are satisfied with
their present housing
arrangement, however, with more

1\/ewark Tenants FfotcJLongestR.ent-strik.e

PLACED aY-----~----

The Dally New Mexico Lobo is
published Monday through Friday
wezy regular week, of the Univer·
iilty .Yeax by the Board of Student
Publications of the UniverSitY of
New Mexieo, and is _not financially
associated wHit UNM. See:und class
postage Paid at Aibuqerque, New
Mexico 87106. Subscription rate I~
$7 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Daily Lobo
are those of tb.e author solely. t1n•
signed optnJon .i•. that ol the edltorial board of The Daily Lobo.
Nothing ptinted in The Daily Lobo
necessarlly represents the views of
the Universit:l' of New Mexico,

NEW MEXICO LOBO

The average size dwelling is
smalll!r and the rent higher than
the over•all average for those
llf.udenf..<l around the University.
Mote than half of these students
live in one·bedraom housing with
rents ranging from $125 monthly
to $250.
The easiest attributable factor
to the higher :rents near campus is
the proximity students have to
the campus. Over 60 per cent of
those answering in the district
Wednesday, April 12, 1972
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Ceremonies Open Indian Cutural Week

Non-Relatives Get Stamps
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Makers of-Hand Made
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directs:
'That the defendants, their
agents, employees and successors
in office, are temporarily enjoined
from denying, or causing to be
denied, food stamp eligibility to
the plaintiffs, and all othe:t:
impoverished persons residing in
households in which everyone is
not related to one another, on the
basis that all members in
plaintiffs' and othe:t: persons'
households are not related to one
another.
'That the defendants shall
immediately inform the states
that persons shall not be denied
food stamps on the basis that
unrelated people reside in a
household. Certification shall be
accomplished on the same
household basis as had been
previously in effect prior to the
implementation of the "unrelated
household" provision.
'That plaintiffs file a bond for
the payment of costs and damages
as may be suffered by any party
who is found to have been
wrongfully or unlawfully
restrained herein, in the amount
of, or security equivalent to, one
(1) dollar,
'That the United States
Marshall shall serve a copy of this
order forthwith upon the
defendants.

~---

Shop
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The highlight of the week will
be the 17th annual Nizhoni
Dances beginning at 7:30
Saturday evening in Johnson
Gym. A special attraction this
year is the addition of a modern
dance troupe,
Another addition to the dances
will be the auction of .sev~al
pieces of' lildian jewelry donated
by tribes •. to raise money r,or
Indian students.
The dances are sponsored '"by
the UNM kiva Club for its
scholarship fund. Thete are
currently 275 Indian students at
UNM.
Admission will be charged at
only three events-the Westerman
concert, the western dance and
the Nizhoni Dance.

.
t3W~~re .?t ~

·

.·

.I

gain
admission

Nizhoni Art

Backdrop for the Nizhoni
Dances to be held at the end of
the University of New Mexico's
lndian Cultural Week on Saturday
evening at 7 :30 in Johnson Gym
prepared by Larry Casuse
(standing), and Lolly B. Olguin,
the designer and painter.

medical
schools
overseas

Student 'Receptivity' Improved
He said that during a 3'h week
A different approach to
undergraduate education-the period at Colorado College he
"block system "-at Colorado taught a class of 20 students the
College, had deeply impressed the equivalent of an entire UNM
chairman of the UNM chemistry organic chemistry course.
"On the whole they did much
department.
better
than the class down here,"
Guido H. Daub says the system
at the Colorado Springs school he said. "This can be attributed,
apparently helps to improve in part, to the smaller class size."
Daub noted t!:>..at instituting a
student "receptivity."
Last month Daub spent several similar kind of program at UNM
weeks at the college as a visiting would be difficult although "the
professor. He says that under the College of Arts and Sciences is
block system, a student takes only looking into a program for our
one course at a time for 31h majors to take all their required
weeks. Nine blocks are offered classes in their junior year."
He said that at UN.M it would
and classes are limited to 25
be "a very expensive program';
students.
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Edgar Winters
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Lobo golfers won't have to cut
their hair for today's All·America
Intercollegiate tournament in
Houston, Texas, but they will
have to cut their scores if they
hope to win.
Host coach Dave Williams of
Houston changed his mind this
weekend and decided that he
could not institute a hair code for
the prestigious collegiate tourney.
Williams backed down after
protests came from New Mexico
State team members and coach
Herb Wimberly.
The 72 hole tournament has
attracted 24 schools, including all
the top teams in the nation. It will
be played over the demanding
Atascocita Country Club course.
UNM will be trying to improve
on last year's 14th place finish.
Coach Dick McGuire has entered
his five top players for the 18th
annual tourney.
Junior Paul SiniSOn has been
the Lobos' top performer during
thl' spring. Sim110n took medalist
honors in the Rocky Mountain
Invitational, tied for third in the
Morley Jennings Invitational, tied
for fifth in the E. J. Workman and
tied for eighth in the Fresno State
Classic.
Simson will be joined by Bob
Ault, Dave Newquist, Jack Somers
and 1971 WAC champion Greg
Harmon. Newquist was. UNM's
low finisher in the recent Far West
Intercollegiate and both lte and
Ault tied SiniSOn in the Morley

Open Tennis Meet

April14-8:15 p.m.-UNM Arena
... -

Last year's WAC individual golf
champion, Greg Harmon of New Mexico,
will be one of five Lobos competing in the
All·America Intercollegiate Tournament in
Houston, Texas today. The tournament
annually attract& the ·finest teams in the
nation.

Golfers at Houston's 'Hair'
Tourney Starting Today

~

oe

SUB Bolt Office,

University Arena

Ray Powell cf, and the Dukes in Triple A play last season.
Power Hitters
starting
pitcher is undecided,
It should be a grand old time at
Ron Cey hit .328 last year at
In
their starting lineup the
the ballpark Thursday night as the Dukes have three starters that Spokane. His power credentials
struggling New Mexico Lobos face spent time in the majors last are excellent, with 32 .HR 's and a
the .brand new A.lb\HlUerque season.
productive 123 RBI':;,
Dukes. The game is cll!S~ified as an
Dave Lopes and Tprn Paciorek
Former Big Leaguer~:~
exhibition contest 41thougll both
Right fielder Larry Hisle started had good season$ at Spokane,
teams need the win. .
the 1971 campaign with the hitting .306 and .305 respectively.
The fun begins at 7:oop.m. All Philadelphia Phillies, His stay was Paciorek supplied plenty of power
proceeds of the game will go to short lived however, he was sent hitting 15 round trippers and 106
the UNM Athletic Dept., the only down to the Pbillies Triple A team runs batted in,
catch being all students must dip in Eugene where he hit .328 with
Overall the Dukes have good
into their wallets and pay 50 cents 9 homers and 30 RB!'s.
.hitting and are an excellent
admission.
Catcher Joe Ferguson spent fielding team with lots C)f speed.
The game will be the first most of his summer with the Los The pitching is shaky which
chance for people in the Duke Angeles Dodgers. The highlight of should give the Duke fans a lot of
City area to view their new joy, Joe's
with the big club came high scoring slugfests. The
the Dukes, General Manager when stay
he
broke
Pittsburgh pitcher excitement, bette':' known as Duke
CharliP. B!fmP.y hi\!! !lddP.d a little Luke Waiker's bid
ior a no hitter fever, bogiris tomunvw night at
extra spice by announcing that with a one out home
run in the 7:00p.m.
the Dukes will unveil their new
ninth.
red and gold uniforms.
We can aid and assist
other Duke who spent time
a limited number of
Although both teams will be in The
tile
majors
was
Paul
Ray
qualified senior or
light hearted during pre-game
graduate students to
drllls, the fun will end before the Powell. The speedy cehterfielder
served his time with the troubled
first pitch is thrown.
Minnesota Twins.
Lobos Losing
The Dukes possess plenty of
The 'Lobos have lost ten of
their last eleven games. Needless qualified Triple A experience.
to say that tends to hurt a teams' Three of the Dukes hit over .300
confidence. A victory over the
triple A Dukes might be the first
for the session starting
Paul Stovall was the highest
step in rebuilding . the teams' WAC player selected in the recent
fall 1972 in recognized
morale. With this in mind, the NBA player draft. The Arizona
Lobos will start; Dennis Mernick State jumping jack went in the
cf, Hank Garcia 3b, Ron Adair 1 b, second round to the Los Angeles
Perry Danforth 2b, Dan Fitzgerald Lakers.
rf, Gary Stewart c, Billy Smith ss,
Don Junick If, and Joe Waid will
Jack Nicklaus has now won 12
start on the mound. Starting major titles in his golfing career,
pitchers Arnie Marzullo and Ron following his victory in the
Adair will not see any pitching Masters last week.
action, as they will be rested for
We offer the following prothe Arizona series this weekend.
gram: an intensive 8 week
With the major league strike
orientation and highly concencontinuing, Triple A baseball
trated technical language in·
SAVE up to ...
represents the flne~t baseball
struction. (90% of the diffi·
being played,
' -~
EVERYDAY
culty in attending & remaining
O,EH
OAILY•$AT.
9·5
•
CREDIT
CARDS
ACCEPTtD
Manager Tom Lasorda is very
in a foreign school is the lanoptimistic on his Dukes. He
guage barrier.) The intensive
Leather
Jackets
emphasizes that the Dukes will be
programs are given In the
an offensively minded team that
country where you will attend
~off
medical school,
should produce many exciting
games.
For the qualified students who
The Dukes starting lineup will
wish to partake of this pro·
go as follows: Dave Lopes 2b 1
gram, admission can be sec·
Von Joshua lf, Tom Paciorek 1b,
ured to a recognized European
Medical School.
Ron Cey 3b> Larry Hisle rf, Joe
Ferguson c, Steve Huntz ss, Payl

BY Steve Waggoner

Problems Arise
With Recycling

Dave Jacobson, the student in
charge of the recycling project,
has reported some problems in
regards to what is being recycled
and how.
If you are interested in doing
your bit for ecology please take
note:
-If you ~e turning in paper be
advised that only newspaper can
be taken and that it must be in
bundles and not loose.
-Your old paper cups,
Kleenexes, and postcards cannot
be used.
-If you are turning in glass,
please remove the caps and lids,
clean it if it had peanut butter,
pimento spread, food in ge11eral,
etc., and do not break it.
Jacobson <Uso asks that you do
not poll~te tbe statiQ~s· by
bringing ;recyclable materials in
unrecycl~l}.J,e containers (such as
plastic bags and cardboard. bcxc;s)
and then.. leaving the coriWllers
there. He requests that -:People
take time to read the signs and
put the right trash in the right
drums. Metal checks will be
available Friday to identify the
metals and make sorting easier.
....
.... ~
Because some persons have
3
displayed a tendency to
Sandwiches
: overcrowd stations that are
Mon.Sat
,
11 a.m.--a a.m. .• already filled instead of going. to
Sun
· an empty station, the recycling
trailer between Ortega and
·lloO'·c~;&..r·~E:
Mitchell Halls will be moved to
s-:~2·6736
.
the mall.
"""'""'""'"' ..
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Albuquerqlle's-Ilukes Mal(eFirst _ _ _
Home Appearance Against Lobos

.

The <:r.lebration of Nizhoni or bee.n called the most popular
Indian "Days of Beauty" at UNM young folk singer among Indians
opens today with <:eremonies in the country.
Throughout the week 16 arts
featuring several Indian leaders. It
ends Saturday night with 17 and crafts exhibits and three
different dances performed by ten Indian food sale booths will be
open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
tribes.
The ceremonies at the UNM main union ballroom.
Thursday night a Round Dance
Student Union opening Indian
Cultural Week will include tribal will be held on Zimmerman Field
governors and other Indian while on Friday night Reuben
Snake, an Omaha Indian :working
officials.
Wednesday evel.ling the main in the urban program~ of the
attractions at the Student Union Indian movement, will talk at the
Union. His speech will be
will be the Rough Rock Dance
Troupe and a concert by Indian followed by a western dance
singer Floyd Westerman, who has featuring the Playboys,

SANTA FE-The New Mexico
Health and Social Services
Department today received a
teletype message from
Washington, D.C., stating that
food stamps cannot be "denied C)n
the basi$ -that all persons in a
-::. household are not related to one
another.
The message, from Howard
Davis, acting administrator, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, says:
"On April 6, Judge Smith of
the United States District Court in
Washington, D.C., issued a
temporary restraining order in
Moreno, et al. vs. United States
Department of Agriculture, et a!.,
a civil action challenging the
constitutionality of the statutory
prohibition against participation
of communal households in the
food stamp program. The order
reads as follows":
•After reading the complaint,
affidavits, and memorandum of
law, the court, pursuant to 28
U.S. C, 2284·(3), orders and

.
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A.ll you need to do to ha"e the LOBO mailed to your home is
send $7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, Universitv of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, . New Mexico, 87106 or conic by the
office, Journalism building, room 205 at the corner of Central
and Yale.
N:EW MEXICO LOBO
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A tennis tournament, open to
all UNM students and faculty
members except those on the
tennis team, will begin April 28
and continue through April 30.
Separate divisions for faculty
and students and for intermediate
and ad'/anced players will include
categories Wome:!l's and Men's
Doubles and Singles and mixed
·
doubles.
No player may enter more than
two events. Entry blank$ must be
turned in to the Carlisle Gym
office no later than 2 p.m. April
24. Applications may be picklld
up at Carlisle Gym.
Tournament director is Linda
Estes, a professor of health,
physical education and recreation.
Wednesday, Aprill2, 191Z

Jennings.
Five of the top seven teams in
the 1971 NCAA tournament are
competing in the All·American.
NCAA champ Texas heads the
field, with second place Houston,
Florida, fifth place Oklahoma
State and seventh place Brigham
Young also eompeting, Top
individuals include NCAA
medalist Ben Crenshaw of Texas,
Walker Cup member Tom Kite of
Texas and defending All·American
Invitational champio.n Andy
North of Florida.
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in the following areas

it can never be recovered.

Gall toll free
(800) 6.q."i~1284
fol' fw·ther ill/ol'mation
and to ?'egi.c;trH·

Hire a proftssional

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS
Col. Dept Coun!e
No. & s..,t.
Action No.

Interviews
&seminars

WEDDING

321 ·wyoming N.E.

CLASS SCHEDULE REVISIONS@
SEMESTER I 1972·73
April 12, 1972

Lft
ft1

Coun!e Tltie

ln11tr.

Day &< Time

ATLANTA -Sat., Apr. 22 •
Hyatt House, 10:00 a.m.
See Mr. Ellman
CHICAGO -Fri., Apr. 21
Playboy Towers, 10:00 a.m.
See Mr. Schrager

COLUMBUS -Thurs., Apr. 20
Holiday Inn Oc.wntown, 12:00 noon

422-001 Educ & Anth.

See Mr. Schrager
050
050

110
110

MATH & STATISTICS
Chg.
01
320
162
01
320
163
Chg.
Chg.
01
320
163
320
163
Ch.
01
PHILOSOPHY
Chg.
01· ~ -· ·410Chg.
01
410

001
002

CORAL GABLES -Sun., Apr. 23
University Inn, 2:30 p.m.

03 Credit Hours
03 Credit Hours

to
to

See Mr. Ellman

131
001
003
005

No
No
No
No

foot
foot
foot
foot

DALLAS - Sat., Apr. 22
Hyatt House, 9:00 a.m.

note
note
note
note

See Mr. Schr~ger

HOUSTON -sun., Apr. 23
Sonesta House, 11:00 a.m.
See Mr. Schrager

~ ~23

-· · -C01-- t-c---G- 32-a.:CC.1
358
001
No foot note

T 300-600

ACCOUI"-l'I'lNG
Add
02
046
502
002
ACCT MGMT INF I 03
Students wanting 502 should register for section 002,
Due to a time conflict section 001 will be cancelled.
BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
Add
03
050
486
002
MKTG LOGSTCS
03
Students wanting 486 should register :£or section 002.
Due to a time conflict section 001 will be cancelled.

Staff

MW

500·615P

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Add
04
800
455
001
376

475

001

ENG PROJ :MGMT
to

03

L.A.-ANAHEIM - sat., Apr. 22
Hyatt House, Anaheim, 11:00 a.m.

See Mr.lcvine

Staft'

T T 330-445

SAN FRANCISCO -Fri., Apr. 21
Hilton Towers, 11:00 a.m.
See Mr.levine

SAN JUAN, P.R.- Tues., Apr. 25
Caribe Hilton, 11:30 a.m.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
400
104 - The se.ction numbers listed in the Schedule of Classes are out of order,
Chg•.. 04
C E 104-001 is listed twice. The second listing should be 104-002, then in sequence, change; the old 104002 to 104·003, old 104·003 to 004, old 104-004 to 005, oid 104-005 to OOG, oid 104-006 to 00'/, oid 104-007 to
008, old 104-008 to 009, old 104-009 to 010, old 104-0lOto 011.

PIIARl\-IACY
09
Chg.

gr~up

Staff

M W F 1230-120

See Mr. Ellman

EUROPEAN MEDICAL
students placement service, inc.
3 McKinley Avenue,
Albertson, N.Y.11607

There is no charge for ap·
form and interview

04 Credit Hours
Page 7
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onhighermillians
of dollars
education
loans. in federal
Although tbe loans were
generally provided by banks, they
a r e g u a r a n teed by the
government, so the U.S. Treasury
is getting stuck with their
payment.
Why aren't the students paying
up? Congressman Daniel -Flood
(D·Pa.) believes: "someone is
advising these students to declare
themselves bankrupt so they Qan
avoid payment of their
obligatiorn;."
Others trace the loan defaults
to the high unemployment among
recent college graduates. A few

CLASSIFIED
:RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($:1..40) Pel' time run. If ad Is to
;run flve or more consecuf;ive days with
no changes the rate ls reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

AFS-A test which detects the
presence of marijuana in a user's
urine has been developed at the
Midwest Research Institute in
Kansas City, Missouri.
Accot:ding to E. J. Woodhouse,
senior scientist at the Institute, a
major function of the test will be
to determine the relationshjp
between marijuana use and
highway accidents.
He also stated tbat the current
cost of the test, about $40, makes
it too expensive.

5)

l

li
i\

t

\

I
I'
I

..

4)

Chaaka Applications
Chaaka application.s are
available in the Dean's office,
room 157 Scholes Hall. To qualify
for membership applicants must
have an aggregate GPA of 2.75,
have completed 60 to 90 hours
and have an active interest in
student activities. The deadline is
April 21 at 5 p.m.

to insertion of advertisement

FOR SALE

b'!;

FOR RENT

ATTltACTIVE ROOMMATE WANTEDLuxurY Apt.-shag, air., pool, terrace,
dlshwMher, color T.V., health club, etc.
Your cost $100.00, All expenses Jncluded
-For furthl!r irtformaliC)n, ealt 2!14-4669
dally after G:OO P_~m~
4/18

All Navajo stud.enh see
Stanley Towne at th~ Native
American Studies Center Aprill4,
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. fox
consideration for fall !>ern~;~ster's
scholar!iihips. aenewal .fQfn$ will
be available at the Center, For
further information <:all Glenn
Paquip. :at 277 ·3917.

W:UERE: J'ournallsm Bullding. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mall.
CII.Uiaified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 81106

1) PERSONALS
1949 FORD half-ton pic:kllP, Runs, no
AGORA: Because sometimes just having
battery. $~0. 116%. Columbia SE after 5.
~
4/14
someone to listen helps, NW corner of
Mesa Vista. 277-3013.
tfn
BASIC H complete line orgllnic 1Jroducts.
WANTED TO RENT: house or apt. for
Please call 243.4604 afternoons.
4/14
two adults & two children within walking
VW BUG 1964. New paint. 58,000 mi. $595.
distance of UNM. June 1 to AugUst or
4/14
299-5876. 1113 Westerfield NE.
part thereof. Write to Prof, Ken Ro.sen,
English Dept., Dickinson College, Cadisle,
nalnt,
tiri!S,
bllttery,
chrome
1966
VW,
new
Penn. 17018.
4/21
Tlms. $800. 265·4660.
4/14
ANYONE WISHING to take Optometry
BICYCLE: Three sneed woman's Schwinn.
Collt>Ee ndmlMion!'l ~t in New 1\l!i'.Xico
Great condition. $•1\l, 298-2G3G.
4/12
pleas call 266-2360.
4/14
NEW & USED MUSICAL r.riSTRU·
HOROSCOPES interPreted by appoint·
MENTS & RECORDS. Brothers 'Music,
ment. Call The Albuquerque Astrology
1831 Central NW. 242·3'745.
4/13
Center, 294-5800. Prices begin at $3.00.
4/13 LOOMS Red Oak, SG11 & 45s, by experienced loom builder. Good buys. Don, 25G·
HELP l HELP I HELP I A crar.y bunch
7921.
4/13
of young prett:Y girls needs tutoring in
aU areas. Please helP us I Just call 277~ 1968 BSA Thunderbolt 650, Excellent con35U and ask for Barbara Parker or
dition, rebuilt engine. Fine city and road
Janet Vaught-or come to 2500 Central
machine. $800.00. 255·7693, Wed. or
SE, second floor, acro$s from Johnson
Thurs. evenings, 4-12, 4-13.
4/13
Gym.
4/19
161
MERCURY, Cheap transportation.
TRANSIT: having a hard time? l>rug
Good engine. $150 or best offer. Contact
Counseling and Informaticn. Call 277.,.
4/18
Steve at 2e5-2'777.
534!!, .Mcu:. ViGta 1056. Sun·Thura-., G-12
MUST SELL, '69 Datsun 510, $900. Excel·
Fri. and Sat. 7•2.
7/2
lent cond. Call 877·0687 after 5 p,fll, or
IF INTERESTED in study and practice
before 10 a.m.
of Buddhist philosophy, phone 266-2839.
4/12 CHINESE PEOPLES' CAPS: Imnorted
from Maoist China. $4.50, FOOL'S
ASTROLOGICALLY SPEAKING, look to
PARAl>ISE,119 4th NW.
4/13
the stars to find your soul-mnte. 2658379, 107 Girard SE.
4/12 1961 PONTIAC TEMPEST: TUna. $100. 81!1
~. Ph, 842-8967.
4/18
2) LOST & FOUND
:UANDMADE LEATHER PANTS, Cus·
tom. $55 to $65. 262·5894,
tfn
LARGE TAN PURSE stolen at the Hi·Fi
House. Plci.Uie, Please send all my notes
DEAL
STUDENT
TO
STUDENT.
Save
and credit cards, you cun keep the rest.
40 ner cent- Diamonds and custom
255·16!15.
4/18
bands. Charlie Romero-344-6849.
4/9
FOUND: Set of keys on ring eut of Ya30
USED
PORTABLE
TV's,
$30-$60.
441
toka Hall (on lawn). Clnlm at Rm. 205
W:Yomln~t NE. 255·5987.
5/2
Journ::.Ucm,
4/14.
PHoTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student
FOUND: Set of keys on Tin" in Yale Park.
dl$count on everythin« ln store. DarkClatm at Rm. 20li, JournnlisJll. ·
4/14.
room supplies, film, cbemicals, process·
fng. Southern Exnoeure LTD., .2318 CenLOST OR FCiUND AN ANIMAL? Cal1.
tral acroes from Yale Park.
tfn
Animal Humane Assoc}atfon. 255·1i523.
tfn
6) EMPLOYMENT
3) SERVICES
"PER~ONS OF VARIOUS OCCUPA~
RESUME8-UNM SPECIAL, $13.50. Also
TION REGARDING N. AMERICA and
Loeal - National - Ovel'l.leas EmplOYer
Ovel'lleas Opportunities, up to $42,600.00
Submittals. Ralph Shuffer, PROFES·
monthly. For comnlete information, write
SIONAL RESUMES. 2!16·8891.
5/4
to JOB RESEARCH, Box 1253, Sta-A,
Toronto, Ont. Encloae $5 to cover cost."
FLIGHT TRAINING. This ad and $5
5/G
~~t y~~Prg~~ftr::h!ret w~~!k Vt~ J'OBS ON SHIPS! :MEN, WOMEN. Per•
ATR, Sandia Aviation at the Sunport.
feet summer job or career. No elt])erlenee
Contact Dud or M tt 2•7 22•4
4/17
-required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
a • .. • .. '
travel. Send $2.00 for Information. Sea•
fa.l(, Box 1~39-NR, SeatUe, Washington,
PROFESSIONAL RES'QME WITH GO
COPIE8-off-eet press, Special student
98111.
4/21
rate of $14.60 ($11.50fo r orlrdnal only),
t:'el! 2~-5·!!751 !c: :p;;;intm<;nt---Mr. l'af... C!MARRONfllTA !lOY/=!. n,AMP- ~::11 o:-en~
tel'l.lon.
tfil
ing'll for counselol'IJ with experience in
swimming, ump craft, or Field Spot'tll,
BW, COLOR TV REPAffi l Senllce call
Seven week camping session, June 18·
$2.50. Studtmt discount I 21l8-46S9. 4/12
Aug, 6. Salaries sttlrt at $200 plua Rm.
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION-cESSNA 150,
and Board and traveling exPenses. Must
Dual $lll Per hr. Solo $11 per hr. Cherobe clean-cut college man. For interview,
'kec 140, Dual $18 per hr. Solo $13 per
call 242·0434 mornings or 242-4454, 4/11
hr. Call Jim, 842·9332,
4/12
FLOWERS MAKE THE DAY BEAUTI·
UN?tl GRAD STUDENT does gOOd tuneFUL-Sell flowers-gOOd pay-118 Yale
ups for $5, Int'ludes timing, carb ad·
SE. 266·1011.
tfn
justment, Installation and gautdn~t of
PART-TIME JOB AVAILABLE now,
Points, condenl5er, and plugs, Other
train for !ull time during summer.
work done cheap includes Installation of
Fresh!IIan preferred. Apply Der Wiener•
shock& ($~ each), waterpumps, and
8ehnitzel, 4201 Central NE or 5801
other mundane chores that service sta~~ul NE.
4/12
~~,o~ipA~03-rfo~. for. Grant. Box 41
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTs·Australia, Europe, S. America, Alriea,
PASSPOitT, I'MMIGRATIOU, lDEUTIetc. All prof~ions and oeeupations,
FICATION phota. F:!!lt, i::C!:;~cn::i~·i!$700 to $3,000 mu;;thly. Expenses paid,
plell3ing. Near UNM. Call 265•2444. o;
overtime, sighf.<leeing. Free information
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
4/28
Write Jobg 0\lcrsea!l, Dept. K9, P.O.
Box 15071, San Diego, CA 92115 4/27

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

C'AMPU§ B.RIEF§.

Navajo Students

ADVERTISING

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior

-

,~

money

spend
its to buy to
paybombs
off thQir
loans than
mor(!.
for
Vietnam.

Poetry Reading
Robert Kelly, poet in residence
this year at Cal Tech, will read
from his voluminous work this
Friday evening April14, at 8 p.m.
in the Honors Center Lounge.
Kelly has co-edited the influential
Catet:pillar magazine, and has
written more than twenty books
of poetry. The reading is free and
open to the puhlic.

Siste(bood Rap

Uls Campanas

A discussion of all aspects of
Las Campanas will be holding a
meeting April 1.2 at 7 p.m. in womanhood wili be heid every
Mitchell Hall 208. Can't attend? Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Room
H·22 of Sandia High School. All
Call Jeni O'Neal at 247-1522.
ages and both sexes are welcome.

Disabled Students

A meeting .will be held jn the !.Legalizing Grass
The Committee to Legalize
Johnson Gym tRebabilitation Lab
April 13 for disabled s~udents at ·Marijuana will hold a brief
meeting on April l. 2 at 4 p.m. in
3:30p.m.
the Honors Center (southwest
Student Bar Association
corner of Zimmerman Library).
The Student Bar Association's
Inter-departmental discussion Nutritional Rewards
series will meet April13 at 8 p.m.
Adelle Davis, one of the
in the Moot court to discuss country's best known nutritionists
"Cooperation or Chaos: An will speak on HThe Rewards of
Nutrition~' April 13 at 8 p.m. in
Environmental Dilemma."
Union Ballro(lm. ASUNM and
Amistad Free Movies
University of Albuquerque
The Free University is showing students, faculty and staff will be
"Antolerance" directed by D. W. admitted free, non-students will
Griffith and "Metropolis" becharged$1.
" J.JllUg .t1.pru J..e.~n
n" .w,
;~~;:;:;:;:;~;:;::;::4;:;:;:;:;:;;::;::;;
direct e d b y F hLZ
, • ., • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • •.
at 6-8 and 10 p.m. in the Union ·
•
theater open to the public.
t
T

A .

' ' ..

(@uurttrs

Enlightenment
Joseph Sen Wu associate
professor of philosophy at
Sacramento State College will
speak April 14 at 3:30p.m. in the

Kiva~

Earth Science Colloquium

-Math Placement Tests

There will be student graded.
Placement Tests in arithmetic,
algebra and trigonometry available
April 14 at 12:30 p.m. in
Education 101 and on Tuesday,
April18 at 2 p.m. in Ed 105.
The purpose of the tests is to
aid students in selecting the
proper math course from among
Math 010, 020, 12l,, .123, 150,
162, And 180. Tests will, be seared
by ~tl\ldents immediately after
comp~Uon.

Globular Cluster M3 will be
observed this Thursday night
through the 15lh inch telescope at
the UNM observatol'y at the south
fringe of the golf course. The
observatory will be open each
Thursday night from 8:30 to
l<h 30 p.m. admission to the open
house is free and parking is
available in the lot at the corner
of Lomas and Yale, N.E:.
The discovery of DDT was
made in 187 4 by a German
scientist, but it was not applied as
an insecticide until 1939.
Hmmmmm .••
The ballpoint pen 1 however,
was irlY~n~d in 1RR.8 by an
American, and it was used
immediately as a ballpoint pen.

.

Kosher &
I ta1"Ian San.............
rh.uirhPQ
. . ....
Steaks

BBQ Ribs

Frank Press, chairman of the
department of earth and planetary
sciences at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology will lead a
two day colloquium at UNM,
including a gep.eral audience
dis cuss ion on "Earthquake
Prediction," on April 17, at 8
p.m. in room 122 Northrop Hall.
At 9:30 a.m. April 18 in ,room
340 of Northrop Hall a more
technical discussion on "The
Earth's Interior" will be held.

Students for McGovern

Globular Observation

1

.Students for McGovern will
hold an organizational strategy
meeting in l'Oom 231-E April 12
at 7 p.m. It is imperative that all
those wishjng to support
McGovern on campus attend this
meeting.

11

Repair It: Maintenance
on aU foreign cars

GJoreign Car Specialisls
833 Wvo~imrBlvd. NE
Free E$\imatcs

:

'I

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
l'rench, German, and others ••.)
lunch 11:3o·2:3o dinner 5:so·9:go

413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.

of Old Town PJaza

242-4986

Calling U
Wednesday; April12, 1912
AAUP; Union room. 23 1·D: 3·5
p.m.
Amistad: Union Theater; 6•10
p.m.
ASUNM Senate.• Union room
25o-A·E: 7~10 p.m,
Delta Sigma Pi; Union room 230;
7!30.10 p.m.
Campus Gold; Union room 231-B;
7 :30.10 p.m.
Gay Liberation; Union ro(>m
231·C; 8•10 p.m.
Circle K; Union room. 231-D; 9•11
p.m.
Tables fn Lobby; Students {or
Environmental Action; Women's
Coord.illatirtg Center·, Students for
McGovern.

$285 JET ROUND TRIP TO LONDON
from Albuquerque. June 15-Bept. 1 and
Ju11e 23-.Juiy 27. Information: Academ:Y
of International Studles,130ll Don Diego,
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.
4/19
5) FOR SALE
BACK ISSUES of the New Mexico Dally
}}ASY BOY RECLINERS $3" n5 u· 1 "
Lobo may be purchased £or lOc at the
• "•" • n teu
Student Publlcatlons Duslnes!! 011\cee,
Freight Sales, 3927 San Mateo NE.
Jour~alism Building, R(){lrn -.ZOI.i~ _
---- --~~~ ~--~.l!!.A---- ~- •---- -~----·--- ~ ----·-- ~ -- -~ --~-------- -""---.........~""-..;;;.;=;;:..;....====.;.;.;.;;;~ ---:~:::::---=-~·~·-=--:::::~-:::::-~~~-~
1068 FIREDIRD Mnv. 400 cu. great llhape
/Gl!IHHIIIIIIHIIHimiiHIH111fiHIRIIIIImllllll!ltllllfUUIHHiftiUIIIIIIHIHIPIIIIIH111111111!~
$1GGO or best offer, Cnll 205-2188. 4/1'1
5
~

Take Ronald
McDonald to the

bathroom with you.

=--,--------

68 VW CAMPi.at.-New cns:;lne, brakes,
tires, FM. Excellent condition. 242-4046,
4/17
-:Y;;-A;:MA:;-:-::H;:-A::-::-DT=--:-1.-=L:-::Ik:-e-n-cw-.-=2~82:-·5-34..,...._9-.4.:::./,:.::1'1
1964 DODGE. Half ton PllMl truck;
318V8, 4-speed, AC, carpeting, vanellng,
couch. $895.00, 299-0!lBS Poli.
4/17
LARGE llLACK llELGIUM SHE:PHEitD
PU~s-G weeks old. $10.00. 898-0GU.
4/17

-::lll~G2::-::n::-"::A-:-M:;::D:::-L::ER=-A:-:M~E~R~I~cA-:-:N~s-:T:-A--T.::;;ro..;:.N'
WAGON, S21i0 c.Mb ftrm. 266·2380. 4/17

MUL'riPLEX receiver wltll Garrard
changer, $7!1.95, United Freight Sales,
3927 san Mateo NE,
4/24
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE iilln Old
To-;.-n at lCI} Ruii1iifi> St. l~W. We stiil
have our. sandals, bngs, Pants, jacki!tll,
4/11
Visors, ':,«;It pouchea and .~ore.
1911 SINGER Sewing Machlrtes, $49.95,
United Freight Sales, 3!127 San Mateo
NE.
4/24
volJ{sWAGEN, rebuilt engine, nmv
tlrea, metalltc blue. Kent 268-8773, 4/14
MALE PUl'PtEs-coUWGerman Shepherd
mix. 277•2945 frotn 1:8G to B;SO, 898·8361
from 5:30 to 9:30 M·Th·F•
4/U

iioG

17~
~o0/
iii!
:£. /C

the
best

utu.

0
'

oDniscaoJJtJnt

I!!
I

ORYCLEANING

•
l
_
dents & faculty•
~

23.t."

HAMBURGER
in town

a

3

'=
=

I

Henry's Drive-In
11
I 16 Central9 am to 11 am
H!!!!!ll!!t'!"'!J"!!!!l!!l!!!!!lllllli!ll!::!ll'~:::::::r.::=

I

Co1n Op

m
"""I

also available

E CIT. y c ·AN "S
D \.
.
LE • EJ:\,
2219 Lead Sh
266·4333
(2 blocks South of Campus
between Harvard and Yit1e}
· UI

~a_
-

""'
•

&

!_=
~

If you find your bathroom

~

boring, this it the tup for you.

~

It's bright yellow. It's also
free with the purchase of ally

1
=
II

~

It's sfee~. It's genuine ploslk.
16·oz. soft drln~.
You'll love It,

;a
f.ililllliiiKniiiiiiiiiniiiiiliiiiiniiiiniiiitiiiiiiiilflniiiiiiiifriijjjjjijftijjmliliiHiillHUIIIH~
4 locations

N ader
·

daily luncheon special
AUTHENTIC LEBANES~ FOOD

JB

Vegetar·_,an salads
aJI natural foods
shish kebab & shish kofta
Tue;.frl1l:30...2 pm,S·10 pm

l.omos at San Pedro
Menaul at San Pedro
Candelaria at 'eubank
5324 Fourth Sl~t, NW

Sat & Sun 5-10 pm, closed Mon.
5900 lomai NE

266-:!629
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